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The Need for AI in Healthcare – Big Picture 

Impending crisis

Clinical data outstrips human cognitive
capacity by orders of magnitude

https://www.nap.edu/read/13444/chapter/6

Growing demand

Demand for clinicians is predicted to outgrow supply 
and offer opportunities for AI enabled solutions  



The AI Hype ‘Roller Coaster’
What is Driving The Roller Coaster
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• Artificial Intelligence:

• the many successes of Deep Learning

•Games:
– Go
– Chess & many others

• Language
– Natural language processing
– Speech recognition
– Automated translation

•Computer vision:
– Object detection and recognition
– Self-driving cars
– Robotics
– Medical image processing
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A Computer Vision expert writes a computer program / algorithm to detect dogs & cats. A Computer Vision expert writes a computer program / algorithm to detect dogs & cats. 
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Deep LearningDeep Learning

Deep Learning is a technique that provides computers with the ability to learn without 
being explicitly programmed 
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Looking Inside of the Black BoxLooking Inside of the Black Box
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Deep Neural Nets interpret images
like radiologists



Prédire les accidents cardiovasculairesPrédire les accidents cardiovasculaires

Prospective cohort study using routine clinical data 
of 378,256 patients from UK family practices, free 
from cardiovascular disease at outset. 

Four machine-learning algorithms were compared to 
an established algorithm (American College of 
Cardiology guidelines) to predict first 
cardiovascular event over 10-years .

The best one—neural networks—correctly predicted 
7.6% more events than the ACC/AHA method, and it 
raised 1.6% fewer false alarms. In the test sample of 
about 83,000 records, that amounts to 355 
additional patients whose lives could have been 
saved.

Article link 

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0174944
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Several of the risk factors that the machine-learning 
algorithms identified as the strongest predictors 
are not included in the ACC/AHA guidelines, 
such as severe mental illness and taking oral 
corticosteroids. 

Meanwhile, none of the algorithms considered 
diabetes, which is on the ACC/AHA list, to be 
among the top 10 predictors.

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0174944


IA helps transform 
large amounts of data 
into actionable insights 
to augment clinicians
and empower patients
with their own health. 



• The AI Challenges in Healthcare
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Training the Best Model
is not the Main Problem…

Establishing the context to leverage AI methods is far more complex

From Google article: “Hidden Technical Debt in Machine Learning Systems” D. Sculley, Gary Holt, Daniel Golovin, Eugene Davydov, Todd Phillips 



How to Create and Deploy an AI solution





• A Typical Image Classification Example

• Tuberculosis (TB) has been a major global health challenge, 
especially in developing nations.

• Despite the availability of excellent treatment options, mortality 
rate for patient countries is high due to delayed diagnosis and 
availability of qualified radiologists.

• Acute need for an automatic screening solution based on 
Deep Learning algorithms with a good compromise between 
sensitivity (capture almost all TB cases) and specificity (low 
false positives)



• Medical Context and Data Access
are Key for DL

• Sidra Medical and Research Center is an all-digital 
academic medical center in Doha, Qatar that is 
collaborating with Philips to develop an automatic 
screening solution for TB based on Deep Learning 
algorithms

• Sidra provided
– Vast set of data (nearly 800,000 chest X-ray 
images) with accurate labeling of the images 
indicating whether they are normal or abnormal
– Infrastructure (16 GPU cluster) to create the model
– Validation data sets to verify the algorithms



Training and Deployment
Collaborative approach



Results



CNN are very good
for segmentation tasks

even with complex
anatomy or pathology
(polycystic liver)

Image from Pr Valette
HCL, Lyon, France 

DL-based liver
Contour extraction

Confidentiel – Ne pas diffuser



CNN are very good
for segmentation tasks

even with complex
anatomy or pathology
(metastatic liver)

Image from Pr Vilgrain
Hôpital Beaujon, Clichy, France 

DL-based liver
Contour extraction

Confidentiel – Ne pas diffuser



Digital, Computational Oncology 
Data integration to optimise patient care
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Our Objective: The Quadruple Aim
Patient Experience, Population Health, Reducing Costs, Care Team 
Well-Being

Artificial intelligence along the health continuum
Solutions to optimize the Quadruple Aim

Advanced visualization

Télémédecine
Minimally invasive 

treatment
360° Patient Quantification Genomics Adaptive Interfaces

Personalized health programs Predictive monitoring
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